Lyric by J. Will Callahan

Music by Lee S. Roberts

1. This morning at dawn
2. I'd give all to live all

I had a dream,
Those days once more,

The queer-est dream,
Those days of yore,
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be-cause it seemed
that now are o'er;
The wild ways
I yearn to
of child days Came to me then, And
re-turn to Those scenes a-gain, I'd
I was just a boy a-gain.
glad-ly trade the now for then.
Refrain

Wearing patch-es,

A bare-foot boy in patch-es,

There is no oth-er dream that match-es,

And yet it can't come true!
To be once more that bare-foot boy,
As I used to do,
Wear your patch,
I'd give up ev'ry other joy.